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 Being comfortable is very important whenever we are going 
through difficult moments in life. If our pain level is too high in the 
hospital, the doctor will give us a pain reducer, if a close loved one has 
died, friends will offer us words of consolation, if we have been the 
victim of a crime, counselors will make sure we feel safe. For anyone 
who has ever been on the receiving end of comfort during difficult 
times, we know how valuable it is. That being said, seeking too much 
comfort as a normal state of being can be highly misleading when it 
comes to living out the Gospel of Jesus Christ. 
 

Just like the harsh words from Amos last weekend against those 
‘who fix their scales for cheating’ against the poor, in our first reading 
this weekend, Amos again goes after those whose lives were way too 
comfortable. “Woe to the complacent in Zion! Lying upon beds of 
ivory, stretched comfortably on their couches,” he exclaimed. For him, 
these people were so comfortable that they were numb to reality. 
Because of this, the prophet predicted that they would be the first to 
fall during the time of the exile. 

 
In our Gospel parable today, Jesus also commented on someone 

who lived way too comfortably, a rich man who ate and dressed well. 
After he died, Abraham had to explain to this man why he was now 
suffering torment in the netherworld: “my child, remember that you 
received what was good during your lifetime while Lazarus likewise 
received what was bad; but now he is comforted here, whereas you are 



tormented.” The rich man’s comfort on earth was very misleading. The 
problem with seeking comfort is that it often comes at the price of 
keeping other people uncomfortable, just like the rich man’s comfort 
came at the price of keeping Lazarus poor and hungry.  

 
One concrete example of how our desire for comfort can get in 

the way of living out the Gospel by keeping other people 
uncomfortable is the dynamic of racism. In his 2021 book, A White 
Catholic’s Guide to Racism and Privilege, Franciscan priest Fr. Dan Horan 
encourages us, meaning white Catholics, to overcome our need for 
comfort when it comes to discussing race. This topic is necessarily 
uncomfortable for us, but as he writes, “the discomfort you feel as a 
white person confronting the facts of racism in the American context in 
general and the Catholic Church in particular pales in comparison to 
the daily risks, threats, and burdens unjustly placed on the shoulders of 
women and men of color.” (xvi) In other words, our comfort from 
avoiding racial issues comes at the price of keeping People of Color 
largely oppressed, miserable, and uncomfortable. As members of the 
same human family, we should never need some people to be 
uncomfortable so that we can remain comfortable. We can, therefore, 
talk about racial justice in Church. 

 
God invites us to give up some of our own comfort if that comfort 

comes at the price of keeping other groups of people uncomfortable.  
 
In what areas of my life am I comfortable? Who does my comfort 

impact negatively? 
 
As we continue with this mass, let us be mindful of poor man 

Lazarus, in whatever form he takes today, sitting at our door. 


